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Dissolving Negative Energy Fields As A Priority
for PHP Balance

by Marcia M. Hildreth & Ametta E. Hildreth

We have been dissolving Negative Energy
Field/s as the suggested priority for goal
balance, using Professional Health Provider
(PHP) techniques. In the course of the
balancings we have done for the past several
months, Spiritual 7 1/2 D (the PHP finger
mode for spiritual energy fields) has only
come up four times, twice in dying people
and twice for a single client in past times. We
didn't think it was terribly relevant to
working with the goals our clients presented
until Marcia's cat told us otherwise.

A friend and her two children were visiting
Marcia. Her youngest son was a tremend-
ously active and potentially destructive child.
Marcia balanced him for self-control because
he was so out of control. Meanwhile
Marcia's cat, Macho, would not go anywhere
near the boy, even spending the nights in
sub-zero temps. His response to the boy was
nearly paranoid, and this is a usually mellow
cat. In frustration Marcia finally asked the
finger mode Spiritual 7 1/2 d and got a
resounding "You Betcha!" We did a balance
as soon as possible, and with more than a
little trepid-ation and fear of the unknown.
As soon as the balance was done there was a
change in how the cat responded to the boy.
That was our first experience.

Much question/answer work with self testing
followed. We began hitting the mode FIRST,
as soon as a client came in. This mode was
always active in each and every client, and
when asked if this was a priority (over and
above other considerations), the body
answered, "Yes". We are reminded of the
Scriptural passage telling of Jesus calling to
the demons to come forth. It seems the NEFs
(Negative Energy Fields) remain in hiding
until the finger mode "calls them forth".

In asking questions of the client's body
intelligence we found that every presenting
problem, be it physical, a disease process of
discomfort, or a mental condition; depression
etc, or a compulsion/addiction, all were
directly related back to the NEF! And so, in

our minds, we began picturing the NEF as
being rather like an umbrella of negative
energy that hangs over folks with little drips
of that stuff percolating down into every
essence of life! Thinking if that ugly sucker is
neutralized or dissolved, what then can the
body/being achieve for itself in balance and
growth? I don't have the answer, but I have
the HOPES
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Because we are working with forces we
know very little about, we are careful to
cover as many bases as possible for our
collective safety and well being. We have a
crystal that has been programmed to hold a
positive field around each of us and in our
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work area. And we all connect with Higher
Intelligence

In addition, we ask several times during a
balance if anything is needed. Often water
will be necessary. After the balance we drink
clear water, and we have been resting if there
is time. Once we did 14 NEF balances in one
day, and it took us three days to regain our
former energy levels. This is hard work for
our beings, and is not to be taken lightly. At
times our clients have experienced temporary
worsening of their conditions, whatever they
may be. One woman had thoughts of suicide;
sleep disruptions are common and so are
nightmares. At all times do as much as
possible to protect yourself and your client.

Because we are dissolving and not just
cutting NEFs loose, the time limits are close
together. It has taken up to two weeks for 1
NEF to be taken care of. Often there are more
than one, but they seem to be "smaller" and
of less consequence. They seem to be
attached mostly to the head and upper torso.
"Little ones" dissolve faster than the primary
NEF. For some people the primary has been
part of them since conception. We have the
feeling also that the "little ones" rather come
and go as the state of the being is in flux.
Emotional upsets seem to give a "hook" for
them to grab on to, but they also seem to

leave just as readily. Even though this work
is on a spiritual plane, we feel that the ratio of
parasitical life parallels the physical plane;
some 85% of our planet's life forms are
parasites. It only makes sense that we would
be dealing with these suckers.

While none of this information is cast in
concrete, still we have the feeling that this
may be a large area to research for us all. It
seems that if NEFs are so common (we are
finding them to be so) and if their negativity
is so all pervasive; then how can we be sure
who is it that pulls the trigger in a mass
murder? Or who is unresponsive to each
other's suffering? Who rapes? Who molests?
And who cares?

We wish we could give you glowing results,
bit it is too soon to know. One client who
was released called us to say she never felt
such Peace! Others note no difference, but
asking the body through muscle testing tells
us that there has been change. This will not
be a cure-all, but will make the rest of the
energy balancing work potentially easier and
more effective. I hope other PHP'ers will
consider using this priority in your work, and
that you will share your information back to
us.
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